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It’s the early 1800s, and Clover travels the impoverished borderlands of the Unified States with her father, a physician. See to the
body before you, he teaches her, but Clover can’t help becoming
distracted by other things, including the coming war between the US
and France, and the terrifying vermin, cobbled together from dead
animals and spare parts, who lurk in the woods. Most of all, she is fascinated by oddities, ordinary objects with extraordinary abilities, such
as a teapot that makes endless amounts of tea and an ice hook that
freezes everything it touches. Clover’s father has always disapproved
of oddities, but when he is murdered, Clover embarks on a perilous
mission to protect the one secret oddity he left behind. And as she
uncovers the truth about her parents and her past, Clover emerges as
a powerful agent of history. Here is an action-filled American fantasy
of alternate history where the Unified States failed to make the Louisiana Purchase and instead made an enemy of France.
About Eli Brown

COMMON CORE CONNECTIONS
This discussion guide, which can be used with large
or small groups, will help students meet several of the
Common Core State Standards (CCSS) for English Language
Arts. These include the reading literature standards for
key ideas and details, craft and structure, and integration
of knowledge and ideas (CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL), as well as
the speaking and listening standards for comprehension

As a child, Eli Brown thought he would have definitely befriended a
sasquatch by now. His most recent novel, Cinnamon and Gunpowder,
about a chef kidnapped by pirates, was a finalist for the California
Book Award, a San Francisco Public Library One City One Book
selection, and an NPR Book Concierge Great Read selection. Eli
Brown lives with his family in California, where the squirrels bury
acorns in his garden and the cats bury worse.

and collaboration and for presentation of knowledge and
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ideas (CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL). Questions can also be used

Karin Rytter is a Scandinavian printmaker, illustrator, and mom of
identical triplet toddlers. Her recent work has been in linocut printmaking, a form of relief printing that has a striking graphic style.

in writing prompts for independent work.
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. There are many magical objects in legends, fairy tales, and fantasy novels, from magical swords
to magical beans to magical carpets. Which ones do you remember from stories, and why did they
impress you?
2. There is a map at the beginning of this book that charts Clover’s journey. Did you consult it as you
were reading? Do you find maps of fictional places useful?
3. The “Louisiana War” is mentioned early in the book, on page 9. Did you think this was a real war?
Did you associate it with the Louisiana Purchase? This kind of writing is called “alternate history” and
imagines a different past from the one that actually occurred. How would the US be different if the
Louisiana Purchase had never occurred?
4. When Clover and her father are arguing about oddities, he says, “A person may think she is
collecting oddities, but in fact the oddities are collecting her” (page 10). What does he mean by this?
5. Clover has always wanted to know more about her mother—what she knew about oddities, what
she did in her life, and how she died—but her father refused to tell her. Do you think he was right to
withhold this information from her? Would you have wanted to know as a child?
6. Constantine, Clover’s father, tells her that he kept only one oddity and that it is neobkhodimyy, which
means necessary. She knows that he uses that word “only for things that really mattered. A heart was
neobkhodimyy. An eye, a hand, even a kidney were not” (pages 14–15). When he is about to die, he
presses his medical bag against Clover and tells her that it holds hope and that she must keep it safe.
What did you think the oddity was?
7. The second oddity that Clover encounters is a rooster, known by the name of Colonel Hannibal
Furlong. He is a rare “living oddity” and a military genius. Why do you think the author chose a
rooster for this character? What would you have chosen?
8. “The Seamstress” is a seemingly nonthreatening nickname for the evil witch who is feared by all. She
got the name because of her ability to animate dead creatures with inanimate objects and her magic
thread. What do you think of these evil creatures, the vermin? What makes them scary? Why did the
Seamstress create them?
9. When Clover finds the pocket watch in the hidden compartment of her father’s medical bag, readers
may assume that this is the oddity for which she has been searching. What did you suppose it could
do? If you had an oddity capable of taking you back in time, where would you go?
10. Not only was Clover’s father an excellent doctor, but he was also wise. When helping a father-to-be
overcome his fear, the doctor sends him to gather dandelion seeds. Clover thinks that it is a fool’s
errand, but her father says, “The seeds are not for us. They are for him. Fear is its own agony and
deserves treatment. When people are afraid, they need something to do” (page 82). Can you relate to
this? Is fear something that should be treated?
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11. Clover and Nessa are young women of about the same age. How are they similar? How are they
different? Which one did you identify with more? Which one would you like to have for a friend, and
why?
12. Although there is no war currently raging, there is much talk about the one that finished twenty
years ago and one that may be coming. What do you think the author thought about these wars?
13. When Clover, Nessa, and Hannibal arrive in New Manchester and are about to part, Hannibal gives
this advice to Clover: “Learn your strengths before others do” (page 88). What does he mean by this?
14. When Clover finds Mr. Agate, he is surrounded by boxes and packing up his oddities, preparing to
flee. Clover absentmindedly opens one of the boxes, unwittingly letting out a doll who can wreak
havoc. When Mr. Agate finally gets her back into her box, he tells Clover, “Susanna will not be
played with” (page 106). That is not the only time that Clover encounters Susanna, nor is it the only
time that Susanna brings about chaos. How and why do Susanna’s personality and purpose change
throughout the book?
15. Secrets are interesting things. There are good secrets, like what you are giving someone for her
birthday, and there are bad ones, such as an act that hurt a friend or broke the law. Smalt keeps bad
secrets in his hat and uses them to blackmail people. What do you think about secrets? Do you think
secrets should always be kept? If not, what kinds of secrets should be told?
16. On page 171, Clover says to Hannibal, “If I don’t know where I come from, how can I know where I
am supposed to go, what I’m supposed to be?” Do you think this is generally true?
17. When Clover finally gets to meet the Seamstress, she sees that she is actually two women sharing the
same space. One is her mother, Miniver Elkin, and the other is a witch. One died in a fire and one
escaped. Which is the real person? This is fantasy, of course, but have you ever known a person who
seemed to be two totally different people? How was this manifested?
18. Constantine and Miniver, Clover’s parents, had very different ideas about how to do the most good.
Constantine, the doctor, treats patients one by one, using the tools and knowledge that he has
acquired, while Miniver looks at the bigger picture and dares to use magic to bring about change. She
says, “How many elections, how many abolitionist meetings, how many clinics have we seen, and
still: war, plague, slavery, corruption! And at the end, grinning death waiting to swallow all. Why
should the innocent suffer generation after generation when we have the tools to change it?” (page
305) Which line of thinking would you follow?
19. Which oddity in the book did you find to be the most interesting or the most inventive? Why?
Check the list at the back of the book starting on page 341 to refresh your memory. If you could have
any of these oddities, or any object with magical powers, would you take it? How would you ensure
that you would remain safe from its magic?

These questions were prepared by Grace Worcester, a former youth services consultant for the Vermont Department of
Libraries. She has served on the Newbery Medal, Caldecott Medal, Boston Globe–Horn Book Award, and National Book
Award for Young People’s Literature committees.
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